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Abstract - Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are
employed in variety of platforms that have prospective to
be used in different area such as civil area, military &
many more. Wireless Sensor Network is commonly set up
in absent & unfriendly environments. The WSN security is
affected by various threats & physically & logically may
damage itself. So it is necessary to protect entire network
with the help of mechanism Nowadays Intrusion detection
system is most important and well-organized protective
methods used against WSN attacks. These have variety of
security solutions to be intended with minimum
computation and resources. In this paper, hybrid intrusion
detection system (HIDS) architecture has been
anticipated for wireless sensor networks. Hybrid
method, the collection of Cluster-based and Rule-base
intrusion detection procedure is used and calculated the
performance of this system by analyzing the entire
network. The analysis result shows that the scheme
performs intrusion detection using hybrid technique
and detection graph shows ratings regarding attack ,
data and detection net with the type of attack and
performs efficient improved energy and detection ratio.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) often considered as
a self-structured network of fewer power & least cost
sensor nodes have been typically designed to
examine monitor for chemical and physical changes in
the environment, climatic conditions and disaster
regions .The sensor nodes are light and portable sensible
device, this can be sense while communication and
processing all in critical applications. WSNs find out the

route and sense different activities of network with
configuration of ad hoc manner for communication.
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is research oriented
field since long years. The physical cost of WSN system
is very low which can gathered full information from
every corner of network environment. Each device is
collection of sensor having dear-less processor & with
low-power telecommunication, lies in using and
coordinating a vast number of such devices and allows
the implementation of very large sensing activities.
Generally, these networks are installed in challenging
fields (such as inaccessible terrains) for fine grained
monitoring in various applications categories [1]. The
flexibility and self-made, fault tolerance, skyscraping sense consistency, dear-less, and rapid
deployment characteristics of sensor networks create
many new and exciting application areas for remote
sensing. In the near future, these application areas will
make sensor networks an integral part of life [2]. WSNs
are limited energy , serious and so vulnerable to
various routing and malicious attacks is of following
categories such as spoofing, sinkhole, selective
forwarding, sybil, wormhole, blackhole, and denial of
service (DoS) attacks. These have been studied in [3].
Network cryptosystem used to secure entire network
with help of firewall installation. Conversely, these
mechanisms only create less defensive method
for
wireless networks. In this system no such prevention
mechanism employed to avoid from network break, so it
is less secure to involve any mechanism. Therefore, it is
needed to develop mechanisms that would be mixed in
the previous technique to provide a better tremendous
security and guarantee survivability. Hence first step of
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security is nothing but the development of Intrusion
Detection System (IDS). A Lot of IDS have been
proposed from several researchers and few of them
are discussed in the studied paper. However, all of
them showed the concept of high False Positive Rate
(FPR) which describes an instance in this IDS falsely
generate wrong report about valid as an anomaly.
Anomaly detection uses activities that significantly turn
number of possible occurrences of attack without seeing
focusing on existing intrusion. In this work, our main
motive is that to use IDS for Clustered based WSNs
which analyze entire network for getting low FPR with
high detection accuracy.
II. AN INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM (IDS)

Intrusion enters into your system & unauthorized
access to the system or network [4]; intrusion is nothing
but the collection of different action to destroy the
security aspects of a network’s resource [5, 6].
Intrusion detection is a process find out unnecessary
activities over the network that degrade the performance
of network [4]; The purpose of intrusion detection
process is reviewing, controlling, analyzing and
representing reports from the system and network
activities. Intrusion Detection System (IDS), i.e.:
1. The Physical method with defensive mechanism
guard the secure information of network system & itself
[7, 8];
2. It can be used for network host;
3. Simulating the network flow through the
communication port discovering behavior activities
done by inner & outer;
4. Identifying non-determent but not fully.
to the security manager about all [6, 7,10].

Notifying

5. Determining attacker uniqueness
There are three function for IDS are as follows:
evaluation, analyzing and reacting [5, 7] to computer
system attacks and networks. If IDS work properly, it
performs three type of task: 1) basic detection,2) attacks
and doubtful task. The IDS work as a network
supervisor. It protects system from destruction by
giving indication as soon as intruder attack. As studied
two types of intrusion detection such as anomaly
detection and misuse detection. Anomaly detection

assembles normal behavior model and compare these
detected behavior. It detection rate is high, but the false
positive rate is also high. The misuse detection detects
new types of attack by matching with existing behavior
of attack and present behavior of attack. It accuracy is
high but detection rate is low. Mainly, the misuse
detection can detect known attacks, but unknown
attacks don’t detect. Lot of researchers discuss
combined both detection system to gain hybrid benefits
of anomaly detection and misuse detection. This hybrid
approach can detect unknown attacks with the high
accuracy of misuse detection and high detection rate
of anomaly detection. The Hybrid Intrusion Detection
System (HIDS) builds for gaining the purposes of
high detection rate and low false positive rate. In
this section, a HIDS is discussed in a CWSN. In sensor
network, Cluster head (CH) is nothing but the sensor
network but it has greater ability and better capability
than other SNs. Also, the CH collects the sensed data
from different other SNs in its own cluster. This data is
suitable for find out the attackers. However, the CH is
used to detect the intruders in our proposed HIDS. This
drop off the energy consumption, also capably declines
information stores. Therefore, the WSN existence can
be long-drawn-out.
IDS REQUIREMENTS IN SN

We give details regarding the requirements of t an IDS
system for sensor networks. Each sensor node has many
characteristic such as less communication ability,
computational resources and a short radio range.
Moreover, the attacker can be negotiated with sensor
node due to its weakness, who utilizes malicious
software to encounter internal attack. In this situation, a
distributed architecture provides desirable solution
using node cooperation. In particular, an IDS system
for sensor networks must support below properties:
1) Local review: An IDS for sensor networks must
work with imperfect small and local reviewed data. In
sensor networks, audit global data to be collected from
different places, so this mechanism relate to the sensor
network model.
2) Diminishes resources:
should require minimum
networks have dynamic
hardware and devices, i.e.
imperfect.
Connection

An IDS sensor networks
resources. The wireless
connections,
network
Bandwidth and power are
can break at any time.
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Furthermore, the node require the very few bandwidth
for intrusion purposes
3) Trust no node: In IDS, not a single sensor is more
secure because, sensor nodes can be very easily
compromised. Therefore, IDS must not provide reliable
node in environment.
4) Be truly distributed: The collected data is analyzed
on different locality. The distributed approach executes
many detection algorithm and alert relationship.

In the CWSN application, the sensed data is collected
by SNs, and is distributed to Cluster Head totally. The
total data is then sent to sink from Cluster Head.
Therefore, Cluster Head is a main target for attack.
Table 1- types of attacks in WSN

Attack Name
Select Forward
Denial of Service

5) Be secure: An IDS should hold up unfriendly attack.
It regularly observing node and controlling the deeds of
embedded IDS agent which stop illegal action of
legitimate node from network.
IDS DESIGN CHALLENGES IN WSNS

Followings are varieties of challenges for designing IDS
for WSNs; depicted as follows:










Designing efficient software requires
enhancing network lifetime. So it can store
as well as install on the sensor nodes,
central server and cluster-heads, that saves
consumed energy;
Limited resources [16, 17, 18, 19];
Inconsistent & frequently failure sensor
nodes;
Application-oriented networks [20];
It is necessary of screening, sensing,
decision making and fast real time
intrusion counter reduces damages.
It is difficult to use time synchronization
protocol for time synchronization node.
Databases challenges: Variable sensed
data from SN, cluster and central server is
queried for faster indexing sensed data.

III. RELATED WORK
ATTACKS IN WSN

There are two main categories of attacks depend on aim
of intrusion [21]. The WSN attack differences are
shown in Table 1 [22, 23, and 24]. However, the
majority of attack behavior consists of the route
updating misbehavior, data transmission manipulation.

Replay routing
information ,spoofed
Sinkhole
Sybil
Wormhole

Behavior
Data Forwarding
misbehavior
Data Forwarding
misbehavior
Route updating
misbehavior
Route updating
misbehavior
Route updating
misbehavior
Route updating
misbehavior

ANALYTIC TOOL OF INTRUSION DETECTION

In the proposed HIDS, it efficiently detects attack and
also keeps away from resource wastes. First of all, the
intrusion detection module filter huge packets then
whole detection take place. The detection module
detects the normalcy of current behavior, as determined
by the rules. The detection module determines the
current behavior is an attack, and its behavior. Rulebased presents the thoughts of expert [25]. Because
complicated knowledge of human thought could hardly
be presented with help of algorithm. Hence, a rule-based
process is employed to evaluate outcomes. Also, the
rules are used when it has been defined.
The rule works on "if... then...” concept that means if
"condition” is true and then the “conclusion" will occur.
Many researchers have discussed & proposed different
ID systems to protect WSNs. The vulnerabilities
associated with wireless networks necessary to
include or absorb an IDS in WSNs. [26] defined IDS
as an act of monitoring traffic and detecting unwanted
activity physically & logically on network. This is
achieved by monitoring the traffic flow on the network.
Some of examples on anomaly detection systems
published are IDES [27],HAYSTACK [28], and the
statistical model used in NIDES/STATS [29] which
is a more recent approach and presents a better
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capability anomaly detection system than other
MANET network[30].The authors discussed many
ways to get details of intrusion from anomaly detection
regards attacks; a simple rule can be used to detect node
location and sort of attack. A statistical structure has
[31] to address in unsupervised anomaly detection that
analyzed transmitted packet is determine whether it is
normal or abnormal. To do this, encoded packets with
many features in traffic mapped to a point A. hence a €
A. If packets appear in different region, then it is an
abnormal, otherwise, it is normal.

IV SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The proposed HIDS has two type of module 1) intrusion
detection module 2) decision making module. Intrusion
detection module used rule base mechanism to sort out
network packet records. Decision making module strict
proper action against abnormal node.

The hierarchical topology in proposed model, the entire
SN divided into clusters having a cluster head (CH)
with green color shown in Fig. 3.Here, the sensors
nodes are rigid and cluster heads are more powerful
than the other sensor nodes. The main motive of this
architecture reduces unwanted energy, enhances
network life with reduction in network abnormal
information.
Some of the Cluster-based routing
protocols founded in discussion are: LEACH [32],
PEGASIS [33] and HEED [34].
In Fig.2, we used three type of node with different colors.
Yellow colour shows the Base Station (BS), Cluster Head
(CH) with Green colour and all the sensor nodes are indicated
by red colour and finally the intruder node with blue colour in
the sensor field. In Fig.3, formation of clusters is done using
Cluster-based mechanism in WSN.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND NETWORK STRUCTURE

Proposed Hybrid Intrusion Detection Model (HIDS) for
Cluster Based Wireless Sensor Network (CWSN). Fig.1
shows both modules. First, the Intrusion Detection
Agent is used to sort the entering packets and categorize
its normalcy or abnormality. Abnormal packets are
passed to the decision making module is used to
verify the attack introduces and show its type.
Ultimately, the decision making module proceeds
this information to the main sink and used efficient
treatment on intruder node.

Fig 2: Node deployment in WSN

IDS
Received
Packet

Intrusion
Detection
Agent

Network
Packet

Abnormal
Packets

Decision
making
module

Sink

Fig.1. Proposed System Architecture

Fig.3. Clustering in WSN
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IDS TECHNOLOGIES

In the proposed Hybrid Approach [35], [36], the
two techniques i.e. Cluster-Based and Rule-Based
techniques are combined together to develop Hybrid
Intrusion Detection technique. Hybrid detection, so we
can take advantages of both. This combination provides
low energy consumption, high security, simplicity, easy
operation. Both high low false positive rate and
detection rate are achieved by Hybrid IDS.
CLUSTERING

Clustering is defined as collection of sensor nodes form
hierarchical of WSN [37]. The network is divided into
cluster head & its member node. Cluster head is centre
of a cluster. Cluster head forwards information to its
member and collected information from them transmit
to base station (BS).
Working of Base Station:
All nodes send data through CH to BS.BS keep and the
record of all nodes & decide the creation and deletion of
node in cluster .It monitors every movement status of
node with its network interface hardware as well as
cluster. Base station performs MAC tracking and keeps
its history also manage MAC database. The BS only
responsible for manage the function of any node in the
network.
Working of Cluster Head:
Cluster Heads record tracks of all nodes and send to
base station periodically for node status. Cluster head
send necessary information of all nodes to sink after
compressed received data.
RULE-BASED

Rule-based intrusion detection [9] is nothing but
protocol consisting data classification which is placed in
sequence used according to FIFO principle. The
appropriate rule is applied on network monitored data.
If rule is found then the data is analogous. This
algorithm divided into three phase for intrusion
detection .In the first supervise node data. In second
phase, node operation failure. In third phase compare
number of failure with estimated occasional failure in
network. Data alteration, message loss, and message
collision are occasional failures. An intrusion indicate

anomalous is occurred by raising alarm if the number
of failures flagged exceeds than the expected number
of occasional failures. The rule base techniques are
simple, faster & require minimum data.

POLICY & DEFINITION

Following are three important steps
development in of cluster-based WSN:

for

IDS

(1) Predefined rule select from existing rule set is
applied to monitor the feature; (2) compare the
information at the target network by pre-select rule to
select rules definitively; and (3) parameter set of the
selected rules definition with values of the design
definitions as follows:
Integrity Rule: to avoid data modification detected by
this rule.
Jamming Rule: It identifies the network traffic related
to message lower than specified rule. This can also
detect communication noise on particular node.
Interval Rule: Failure is introduced if the time
interval between the receptions of two consecutive
messages is longer or shorter than predefined time.
The intruder transmits large packets in order to enhance
energy requirement of in the cluster. This rule reduce
energy enhancement.
Repetition Rule: The similar packet retransmitted
behind limitation. Wormhole and hello flood attack may
occur.
Re-send Rule: the monitor listens to receive a message
not properly forward to its neighbour. Blackhole and
the selective forwarding attack can be detected by
this rule . In both attack, the intruder suppresses
retransmitted message does not reach to final
destination
Delay Rule: Delay in re-sending by subordinate node
respect to defined time, it is detected by this rule.
Algorithm 1:
Rules application procedure of IDS
1: for all messages in data structure array do
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2: for all rules specific to the message in descending
order by weight do

establishment of node in the WSN as shown in Fig.2. It
shows difference between collision of same cluster and
check packet error during communication.

3: apply rule to the message;

7: break;

In this proposed architecture, the WSN is divided
into the no. of small clusters. The hierarchical
clustering formation is done with no. of SN. The CH act
as current node dynamically after cluster formation, the
WSN is called as a Cluster based WSN i.e. CWSN as
shown in Fig. 3.Normally, the cluster head having
highest energy. Simulation runs with the following
simulation parameters:

8: end if

Table 2 – Proposed Parameters

4: if (message == fail) then
5: increment failure counter for the node based on
weight ; [failure counter = failure counter + weight ]
6: discard message;

9: end for
10: discard message;

i) Routing Protocol

AODV

ii) Wireless standard

802.11

iii)Total No. of Nodes

55

11: end for

iv)Traffic category

CBR

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of rules application
on messages in the network. The algorithm is used to
apply the rule on message. Message failure counter is
increases and rejects message, if message fails.

v) Simulation Topology

1024cm x 768cm

vi) Simulation Time

101 sec

vii) Packet size

Half Mbytes

V. NETWORK ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Visual Studio.Net is used for network simulation in
proposed architecture. The simulator can also observe
entire topology generated by algorithm LEACH [32] for

Simulation is going on with packet size is 512Kbyte on
topology of 1024 cm X 768 cm. The main node of
proposed model is called as sink or base station which
requires limited resources. Also act as an administrative
node provides safety from attackers & take appropriate
action on intrusion node. The AODV routing protocol is
used for network simulation with Mac layer 802.11.
There are 50 nodes in network area having data
transmission range is 512 Kbyte for 100 sec. It regularly
checks the network performance for above simulation
parameter.
The simulation is scurry in different state of affairs,
each node has different parameter values injecting
malicious packet into normal node in the whole sensor
network as shown in Fig. 4. The Fig. shows the
false packets in yellow colour around malicious node
(Blue) are scattering in the intact network.

Fig. 4 Attack Introduction in WSN

Proposed system identifies such nodes and breaks the
connection for further communication against malicious
node with help of base station.
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After the simulation of network, the communication
among the nodes has been recorded in text-pad file
named as a trace.txt. This trace file keeps every
information of each packet in a network. This file is
used to determine & analyze the attack activities
introduced by intruder node. The trace file is shown in
the Fig. 5. These records gets as an input to the
Intrusion Detection Engine, filtered using rule base and
detection of attacks takes place. The network graphs are
shown in the following Fig. Sending and receiving
graph shows the sending and receiving of packets in
the networks. The networks performance is indicated
by Fig. 8. Here attack rating is shown which represents
the attacker’s packets and data rating shows the total
packets sent by all the nodes. Finally the detection of
the attacks is shown in Fig. 10 with their ratings and
names. The blackhole, wormhole and syncflood attacks
have been detected.

Fig. 7.Receiving packets Graph

Fig.5. WSN Network Tracking Records

Fig.8. Attack & data rate graph

Fig.6 Sending packets graph
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performance , make comparison with other current
techniques of HIDS. The result will be enhanced our
expectation.
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